Subungual squamous cell carcinoma presenting with minimal nail changes: a factor in delayed diagnosis?
Squamous cell carcinoma of the nail bed is a relatively uncommon tumour that may be diagnosed only after considerable delay. The first case presented is a 79-year-old man with a history of discomfort and discoloration affecting the right thumbnail of 3 years duration. The second case is a 70-year-old man who presented with a recurrent, offensive discharge from beneath the left thumbnail of 40 years duration. Clinical examination of the affected digits revealed minor nail abnormalities. The presence of tumour was fully apparent only after removal of the nail plate and inspection and biopsy of the nail bed. The cases demonstrate that subungual squamous cell carcinoma may present with prolonged symptoms and a deceptively benign appearance. The importance of consideration of the possibility of malignancy, removal of the nail plate for inspection of the nail bed and appropriate biopsy is emphasized.